
Privateer’s Revival of  
Queen’s Share Rum

 Queen’s Share rum was known to be the best barrels in a distillery & reserved for royalties 
special occasions. It takes meticulous distilling, additional cut collection, re-distillation, & extended 
aging to fulfill it’s promise of dense flavor & plush texture. Sadly it became a victim of bottom lines 
& large volume manufacturing. We take great pride in being a part of this traditional rum’s revival. 
 Privateer’s Queen’s Share rum is made from the richest cuts of our rum distillation. In every 
distillation there are traditionally three main cuts. The “heads”, harsh alcohols unwanted in your 
final spirit cut, come off of the still first. The “hearts” follow; this is the flavorful rum that is collected 
and bottled as Privateer Silver Reserve & Privateer Amber.  Lastly, the “tails” cut is made to separate 
the hearts from the bitter alcohols at the end of the still run.   
 However, as the hearts run is approaching the tails cut, the spirit becomes more powerful 
and flavorful. Even once these tails have overpowered the hearts and we’ve made our cut, some of 
these rich hearts are still intertwined with the bitter tails. At this stage, our distillers collect a fourth 
cut- a blend of rich hearts mixed with tails otherwise known as the “seconds”. These small amounts 
are collected over many runs and redistilled together, liberating the hearts. This creates a single 
batch, single barrel expression of Queen’s Share rum. We have been distilling and aging Queen’s 
Share for four years and are happy to say she is finally ready to meet you.  

Revival Rum 
Unsweetened: No post-distillation sweeteners are added, creating a dry rum. 
Cask Strength: bottled at a higher proof, concentrating power & depth of 
flavor. 
Single Cask Selection: Each bottling is an intimate expression of one single 
cask with purity of character.  
No Additives:  Our rum is a product of spirit, water, oak, & time. No artificial 
oak flavor, age flavor, or dyes are used. 
Authentic: Fermented, distilled, aged & bottled at Privateer in Massachusetts 

@privateerrum #MadeNotBought                                                                                 #RevivalRum #QueensShareRum


